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ABSTRACT In the last decades, fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) have become increasingly attractive to medical
applications due to their unique properties such as small size, biocompatibility, immunity to electromagnetic
interferences, high sensitivity and multiplexing capability. FBGs have been employed in the development
of surgical tools, assistive devices, wearables, and biosensors, showing great potentialities for medical uses.
This paper reviews the FBG-based measuring systems, their principle of work, and their applications in
medicine and healthcare. Particular attention is given to sensing solutions for biomechanics, minimally
invasive surgery, physiological monitoring, andmedical biosensing. Strengths, weaknesses, open challenges,
and future trends are also discussed to highlight how FBGs can meet the demands of next-generation medical
devices and healthcare system.

INDEX TERMS Biomechanics, biosensing, fiber Bragg grating sensors, minimally invasive surgery,
physiological monitoring.

I. INTRODUCTION
The increase in life expectancy is directly related to improve-
ments in the quality of life, healthcare delivery systems,
and patient management. The aging of the population
has placed demands on changes in the healthcare system,
even more centered on the patient’s engagement for health
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prevention [1], [2]. Recent scientific breakthroughs and tech-
nological advancements are changing the way diseases are
diagnosed and treated. All these transformations are involved
in the so-called Healthcare 4.0 revolution [3]. Innovative
assistive devices, novel healthcare systems, wearables, and
biosensors represent the key enabling technologies of such
health digitalization, which is leading to patient-tailored
treatments and personalized therapies [1]. As an emerging
technology, fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) are becoming
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increasingly attractive for sensing applications showing sev-
eral advantages over the competitors [4], [5]. Indeed, FBGs
are small, light, chemically inert, non-toxic, immune to elec-
tromagnetic interferences, and easily multiplexable [4], [6].
It is difficult to find all these distinctive features combine in
the electrical sensors. Besides, the FBGs intrinsic sensitivity
to strain and temperature enables their use in the measure-
ment of clinically relevant parameters and in several medical
branches [6]. Although the advantages of FBGs are widely
recognized, open challenges still exist for their application in
clinical practice [7]. The increasing attention given to FBGs
by publications on the use of this technology in the field
of medicine and healthcare underlines the strong interest to
fulfill the gap between research and clinical practice [7], [8].

This paper aims at giving an overview of the FBGs-based
sensing solutions, their principle of work, and their most
recent applications in medicine. A similar overview of the
current state-of-the-art can offer a better understanding of
the FBGs great potentialities while also underlining weak-
nesses and strengths of this technology. Moreover, issues and
challenges which have dampened the FBGs clinical accep-
tance are discussed to promote the development of innovative
FBGs-based sensing solutions for personalized healthcare
and precision medicine.

The remainder of this review is divided as follows.
Section II provides a description of the theoretical back-
ground and the measuring principles of the FBGs-based sys-
tems applied to medicine. Section III gives an overview of
the state-of-the-art of the FBGs applications in biomechanics,
minimally invasive surgery (MIS), physiological monitoring,
and medical biosensing. Section IV includes a discussion of
hurdles, open challenges, future trends, and final remarks to
foster the use of FBGs in clinical settings.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND MEASUREMENT
PRINCIPLE
An FBG sensor is an optical resonator inscribed into the core
of a fiber optic [9], [10]. The key principle of operation is to
induce, by means of an external laser and an interferometer or
a diffractive element, a periodic perturbation of the effective
refractive index (neff) of a single-mode optical fiber, thereby
causing a distributed interference between waves propagating
forward and backward through the structure. Fig. 1a shows
the main configurations of FBGs proposed for medical appli-
cations, their spectral response, and the parameters that they
can directly measure [11], [12].

The simplest configuration is the uniform FBG [10],
in which the modulation of neff has a constant period (3)
along the fiber length z. This structure resonates at the
so-called Bragg wavelength λB = 2neff3. The spectrum
reflected by the FBG shows a steep peak centered around λB,
with reflectivity usually within 10% and 90% in FBGs having
a length ranging from 3 mm to 10 mm. For FBGs operating
around 1550 nm, the reflected bandwidth is in the order
of 0.3 nm; hence, an FBG sensor behaves similarly to a
microwave notch filter having quality factor ∼ 5200 [9].

FIGURE 1. (a) The main configurations of FBGs: uniform FBG, CFBG, TFBG,
EFBG, and FBG array. The spectral responses and measured parameters
(strain - ε, temperature - T, refractive index - RI) are also reported.
(b) A schematic representation of the interrogation unit with all the
components used to interrogate and read the FBGs. An FBG array is
shown by way of example. The data acquisition hardware -DAQ- in the
receiver block is used to maintain the synchronization between the swept
laser source and the array of photodetectors.

The measurement principle of the FBGs relies on the depen-
dence of both neff and 3 on strain and temperature [9]–[12]:
a grating tension or compression along its z-axis, as well as
a temperature variation, cause a shift of the λB (1λ), and of
the whole spectrum.

The 1λ has a linear dependence on both strain and tem-
perature changes; for glass fibers operating in the infrared,
typical sensitivity values are around 1 pm/µε for strain and
10 pm/◦C for temperature changes. The optical fiber embed-
ding the FBG needs a physical connection to a channel of
a dedicated device (i.e., optical interrogator) by means of a
standard connector (see Fig. 1b). The commercially available
interrogators have a number of channels ranging from 1 to 16.
Typically, FBGs are interrogated through a rapid scanning
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tunable laser coupled to a photodetector (PD) followed by a
transimpedance amplifier (TIA) or a broadband source like
a superluminescent LED, (SLED) coupled to a spectrom-
eter (SP) [12]. These systems allow the detection of the
whole reflection spectrum, and using a peak-trackingmethod,
it is possible to estimate the λB with an accuracy ≤ 1 pm.
A schematic of the experimental setup used to interrogate
FBGs is illustrated in Fig. 1b.

A chirped FBG (CFBG) is characterized by a non-uniform
modulation 3 = 3(z); noteworthy in a linear CFBG the
period of the grating increases at a constant rate through the
grating length [13]. As a result, the CFBG does not reflect a
single wavelength, but the spectrum has a broad bandwidth.
Each portion of the grating reflects a different Bragg wave-
length λB(z)= λB(0)+ζz, where ζ is the chirp rate [13], [14].
Since the CFBG behaves as a broadband reflector, in which
each section has its own dependence on temperature or strain,
CFBG sensors have been used to measure either tempera-
ture or strain distributions along the grating length z. The
main approach, called spectral reconstruction, is based on
an optimization technique [14]–[16]. This method estimates
the temperature or strain distribution along the grating length
(from 15 mm to 50 mm) by reading the spectral deformations
from the reference conditions.

To make the grating sensitive to refractive index changes
for biosensing applications, two main configurations have
been exploited. The first approach is the use of a tilted
FBG (TFBG), whereas the refractive index modulation plane
is tilted with respect to the fiber axis by angles usually lower
than 10◦ [17]–[19]. This grating has a λB similar to a stan-
dard FBG sensor, but also excites several cladding modes at
the boundary between the cladding and the outer medium,
that propagate out of the fiber. These modes are visible in
reflection by coating the fiber with an end-reflector, such as
a gold mirror, and appear as a comb of narrow linewidths
at wavelengths smaller than λB [18]. The second approach
is the etched FBG (EFBG), in which a uniform FBG is
modified by chemically etching the fiber cladding along the
grating [20], [21]. In EFBG, the poor light confinement
causes a change of neff term as a function of the refrac-
tive index, depending on the fiber thickness. As a result,
we observe both a 1λ and a variation of the optical
intensity, when the grating is exposed to refractive index
changes [20].

The reflected bandwidth of FBGs is much smaller than
the working range of the interrogators. Hence, it is possible
to fabricate several grating elements along the fiber, in an
array format, each having a different λB. In this principle,
called wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), multiple
FBGs are stacked in a single fiber. The use of this solution
allows resolving the parameter of interest (e.g., temperature,
strain, refractive index) along the fiber, isolating each FBG
sensor contribution [22]. The FBG arrays can be fabricated
with a custom density of sensors and achieve high resolu-
tion (e.g., sub-centimeter) for lengths up to several meters.
Moreover, their behavior can be described by exploiting finite

element models (FEMs) and combining experimental data
with machine learning methods [23], [24].

All the aforementioned FBG configurations are designed
as short-length distributed sensors which resonate at wave-
lengths that correspond to the propagation within the FBG
pitch. Otherwise, the long period gratings (LPGs) have length
longer than FBGs and resonate at mλLPG = (neff– nicladding)3
with m the order of coupling and nicladding the refractive index
of the i mode of the cladding. Thus, LPG’s behavior is more
similar tomultipath transmission interferometers (e.g.,Mach-
Zender) and LPGs have not been included in this work.

III. APPLICATIONS IN MEDICINE
A. BIOMECHANICS
The term biomechanics involves the application and the
extension of mechanics to the human body at different levels
of increasing complexity. In this section, an overview of
FBGs-based systems for biomechanical applications will be
given tracing the body structural organization, from the tissue
level up to the system level [25]. The description will start
with studies concerning soft and hard tissue responses to
mechanical stimuli. Then, FBGs involved in musculoskeletal
applications in terms of joint kinematics and pressure map-
ping will be reviewed. Lastly, works related to the interac-
tion between native biological tissues and foreign materials
(i.e., prostheses and orthoses) in terms of load transferring
mechanisms and pressure distributions will be described.
Fig. 2 shows the body parts involved in the following studies
grouped into three main categories (i.e., Soft and Hard Tis-
sue, Musculoskeletal System, and Prostheses, Orthoses, and
Bone Cement). Each category is coded by a different color
(i.e., green, bright blue, and pink, respectively).

1) SOFT AND HARD TISSUES
In the last decades, FBGs have been used to measure
strain-stress fields in soft and hard tissue biomechanics,
where conventional sensors are not technically feasible [5].
The principal aim is to extend the knowledge about the tis-
sue mechanical properties useful to develop detailed analytic
models and optimized sensing solutions. The term soft tis-
sues mainly refer to ligaments, tendons, and muscles. In the
literature, most of FBG-based applications in this field have
concerned the measurement of strain and force of ligaments
and tendons from both animals and cadavers [26], [27]. Grat-
ings have been embedded into micro-fabricated encapsula-
tions made of shape memory alloys [27], stainless steel [28],
or directly attached to the tissue [28]. The systems’ response
to applied loads and controlled strains have been monitored
during static and dynamic conditions to find out the systems’
metrological characteristics. For instance, an FBG sensor
housed into a micro-fabricated encapsulation made of shape
memory alloy in [27] and of stainless steel in [28] was fabri-
cated for strain and force sensing.

Tests in static and dynamic conditions (e.g., at differ-
ent loads and during loading-unloading cycles to simulate
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FIGURE 2. Applications in biomechanics. Examples of systems for soft and hard tissues are highlighted in green, for musculoskeletal system in bright
blue, and for prostheses, orthoses, and bone cement in pink.

various postures and locomotion) were performed on a
femoral cadaveric tendon and a ligament in [27], and on a
bovine tendon in [28]. Results demonstrated good sensitiv-
ity, accuracy, and repeatability of the proposed systems that
added to an easily implantability make these technological
solutions adaptable for minimally invasive measurements.
In other studies presented in [26] and [29], similar tests
were performed to validate FEMs. In [26], a good correla-
tion was found between the tendon strain distribution sim-
ulated by the proposed FEM and the one measured by an
E-shaped buckle transducer (with an FBG sensor glued on
its central arm). However, better results may be achieved
using an array of multiplexed FBGs to allow distributed
strain measurements. Not only the biomechanics of soft tis-
sues from the lower limbs but also from other body dis-
tricts have been studied in the literature. Recently, an FBG
encapsulated in a protective sheath was used for measuring
chordae tendineae tension in the cardiac mitral valve [30].
The sensor shape and movement mimicked the ones of the
native biological tissue. Results of tests performed on both
a 3D-printed left heart simulator and six independent chor-
dae of a porcine mitral valve showed good performances
and no interferences among chordae, during normal and
hypertension-simulated conditions. Lastly, also in-vivo mea-
surements of longitudinal and transverse strains and changes
in the muscle-tendon unit were performed in [31]–[33]. In all
these applications, FBGs were directly attached to the skin,

and Magnetic Resonance (MR) images of the inner tissues
were acquired.

Research efforts have also been dedicated to studying the
biomechanics of hard tissues: bones and teeth. Bone defor-
mations were investigated in response to applied loads [34].
Moreover, the influences of simulated fractures, bone decal-
cification, and sensor positioning layout on the strain mea-
surements were studied [35], [36]. Synthetic and cadaveric
femurs were employed, and strain gauges were often used
as reference instruments. For instance, a total of four FBGs
and four strain gauges were placed around the circumfer-
ence of an acryl tube and a cadaveric femur bone of the
same length. Results showed a loss of linearity by comparing
results from sensors placed on the tube with the ones on
the tissue. These findings reflect the genuine non-linearity
in the bone segment. The measurement of strain as a quan-
titative evaluation of the effect of simulated fractures was
presented in [35] and [36]. In [35], a total of seven FBGs were
glued along a stainless-steel plate used to fix the fracture.
FBGs resulted easier to use than strain gauges sensors, with
higher feasibility to monitor the evolution of the strain in
the bone. In [36], an array of FBGs was directly attached
over fractured synthetic femur sawbones, and the influence
of fiber orientation and gratings location on the strain mea-
surements was investigated. Results suggested that a straight
layout works better than a coiled one for strain sensing. Also,
bone decalcification over timewas analyzed as an influencing
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factor in the strain measurement [37]. The comparison of
FBG’s output changes detected on an untreated sample and
on a partially decalcified one showed a linear increase of
strain with the calcium loss. In the literature, other appli-
cations of FBG-based systems in hard tissue biomechanics
have concerned the measurement of deformations of teeth
and mandible during mastication [38], [39]. In particular,
the capability of monitoring clinically relevant bite forces in
thirty-six volunteers, as well as detecting different mastica-
tory patterns associated with the chewed food in animals was
investigated. Results showed good performances for both the
proposed systems. In [38], the bite force of males experienced
higher values than females with the maximum force at the
molar region; in [39], the output of an FBG sensor embedded
in a titanium mesh showed a high signal-to-noise ratio useful
to easily determine the magnitude and the frequency contents
associated to the chewing process.

Precisely at the halfway between soft and hard tissues,
it is located the articular cartilage. The mechanical properties
of this tissue were studied in [40]–[42]. In all these works,
the cartilage has been modeled using a viscoelastic model,
and micro-indenters with an FBG sensor located at the tip
were used to study changes in tissue relaxation times and
stiffness. In [40] and [41], results showed an increase of all
these parameters with the indentation depth. The spherical
tip showed advantages in terms of shorted indenter length
and risk minimization of tissue surface damage. The spher-
ical indenter was also able to distinguish healthy cartilage
from artificially degenerated in [42], and from osteoarthritic
tissue of seven patients underwent knee replacement in [43].
Higher forces in [42], as well as higher stiffness in [43], were
exhibited by the healthy cartilage. Otherwise, no significant
differences were found in terms of relaxation times of tissues
with different grades of degeneration [43].

2) MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM
The inherent connectivity between soft and hard tissues is
essential for musculoskeletal motion and stability. Indeed,
at a higher level of complexity, the human body can be
considered a whole-joint organism where bones meet and are
functionally integrated with soft tissues to constitute a kine-
matic chain. In the literature, a lot of biomechanical studies
focused on FBG-based systems for human joint kinematics.
The principal clinical aims are the prompt detection of bad
postural habits, which may lead to musculoskeletal diseases,
and the quantitative assessment of the rehabilitation programs
to provide even more personalized treatments.

Optical goniometers have been proposed for monitoring
knee, elbow, and ankle range of motions (ROMs) [38], [44],
[45], during static and dynamic conditions (e.g., static pos-
tures and walking). In all these works, cantilevers-based
systems and different transmission mechanisms (e.g., stiff
arms and rubber belts) were used for de-amplifying the strain
transmitted to the grating, according to the ROM of the joint
under investigation. The influence of the distance between a
pin mechanism and a cantilever on the sensitivity of a custom

optical goniometer was investigated in [43]. Results showed
the bigger the distance, the higher the strain induced on the
grating. Moreover, tests on twenty-six volunteers wearing
the proposed device on the knee showed a good agreement
between the output of the FBG-based goniometer and the
one of the reference system in monitoring flexion/extension
(F/E) movements. Moreover, a good accordance in the mea-
surement of gait parameters during walking on either leg
was achieved. Similar results were found in [38], where
F/E movements of elbow and ankle were monitored by using
an optical goniometer with rubber-based transmissions. How-
ever, all these solutions are bulky thus should be re-evaluated
in terms of the user’s comfort and ability to keep its rotation
axis during gait trials.

For this reason, most of the studies for joint kinematics
focused on the development and assessment of wearables
based on FBGs [46]–[48] Usually, to improve their robustness
and performances, FBGs have been housed into more flexible
structures made of polymers such as Polyvinyl chloride -
PVC [46]–[48], Dragon SkinTMsilicone families [49], [50],
polylactic acid - PLA [51], and Thermoplastic Polyurethane
(TPU) [52]. Buttons, belts, Velcro R©strips, and tapes have
been used as bonding elements.

ROMs and movement patterns have been monitored on
both lower and upper limbs and spinal cord segments.
Goniometers and motion capture systems have been often
used as benchmarks. Several works focused on lower limbs to
study their kinematics and understand the complex dynamics
associated with the gait. Usually, the metrological charac-
teristics of the wearable systems have been reported, fol-
lowed by tests on a treadmill during walking, jogging and/or
running. Among others, a wearable solution comprising a
Kinesio Tape R©(K-Tape) embedding an FBG sensor was pro-
posed in [53] to monitor the angular displacement of the
knee joint during gait cycles. Results showed the consistency
of this solution to perform gait analysis and perceive the
pick activity movements of the quadriceps. Some concerns
of the proposed system are related to its fragility because
the FBG was embedded bare. Thus, a step forward was done
in [54], where an epoxy resin matrix was used to house the
FBG, and two 3D-printed hooks were used to guarantee the
sensor compliance with the K-Tape on the ankle. Another
study proposed FBGs embedded in PVC strips to be worn
on the elbow, knee, wrist, and back, in static angle posture
maintenance and jogging tests [47]. Results showed stable
output changes in response to step-by-step angular variations,
and the elbow was the joint most affected by disturbances.
During jogging, the sensor mounted on the knee showed the
highest values of strain and a signal amplitude reduction with
speed. In this context, an innovative fabrication technique
was proposed to develop a smart ring for knee and elbow
joints in [51]. The FBGs were encapsulated in the system
made of PLA during the printing process. Then, different
bend angles were performed to retrieve the FBG sensitiv-
ity and to assess the capability of monitoring movement
patterns.
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Wearables were also proposed for monitoring the mobil-
ity of phalanges of hands and feet. An instrumented rubber
cable for monitoring plantar dorsiflex was fabricated in [55]
whereas a smart glove in [56], and a smart TPU guide in [52]
were used for interphalangeal joints movements detection.
In [56], an array of fourteen FBGs embedded in PVC was
glued in a coiled layout over the interphalangeal joints on
the glove upper surface. Results reported minimum and max-
imum strains for fully opened and closed hands, respectively,
with the need of a pre-calibration when worn by different
subjects [56]. The capability of accurately distinguishing
among metacarpophalangeal, distal and proximal interpha-
langeal (DIP and PIP) was confirmed in [56], but slight losses
of linearly in the system response were found with finger
size reduction. In [52], an array of thirty-six FBGs in a TPU
guide was worn, assuring the contact with each finger by
a tape on the nail on one side, a Teflon flattener on the
opposite side, and a silicon ring structure around the guide.
Results of the angular displacements response vs. torques
(calculated by multiplying applied forces and moment arm)
allowed the evaluation of the joint quasi-stiffness. Lastly,
some studies investigated the use of FBG-based flexible
sensors directly attached to the skin or taped on stretch-
able belts for spinal motion detection [50], [57]. In [50],
the movements of F/E and axial rotation (AR) of the cervi-
cal segment of nine volunteers were detected by using two
custom flexible sensors based on FBGs showing good perfor-
mances when compared to a Motion Capture (MoCap) sys-
tem used as a reference, with potentiality in preventing neck
pain.

Another function of the musculoskeletal system regards
body stability. In this arena, FBGs-based systems were used
to monitor intravertebral discs (IVDs) pressure [58]–[61].
The IVDs are the main joints of the spinal segment, and an
understanding of the pressure distribution is an essential indi-
cator of disc mechanics, injuries, and degeneration etiology.
In [59], the IVD nucleus pressure was measured by an optical
probe with the grating at the tip. The optical system exhib-
ited good repeatability in monitoring pressure and an easier
insertion than strain gauges, which often causes interferences
with the vertebral endplates and potential damages. Also,
the influence of the insertion depth and the diameter of the
probe on the measured pressure was described in [60], [61].
The probe was constituted by two segments joined together
by means of a bar with an FBG glued above. At the same
level of insertion, results showed that the bigger the diameter,
the higher the forces, while at different levels, the deeper the
insertion, the higher the force.

3) PROSTHESES, ORTHOSES, AND BONE CEMENT
Other applications of FBGs for human biomechanics are
related to the study of the interaction between human
inner/outer tissues and foreign materials. The main aims
are the recovery optimization of lost musculoskeletal func-
tions through the replacement of body parts (i.e., prosthe-
ses) and the improvement of residual functions through the

application of external devices designed to fit with the outer
body components (i.e., orthoses).

Pressure mapping and strain distribution at the prosthetic
joints have been measured to study malalignments and/or
unbalanced contact area [62]–[64]. For instance, two arrays
of five CFBGs each were embedded in a tibial spacer to map
the pressure on cadaveric condylar grooves during a total
knee replacement. Results of non-uniform pressure mapping
suggested a failure of knee arthroplasty with risky long-term
degradation of the bones in in-vivo applications. Moreover,
the fiber diameter, the presence of bone cement, and the use
of press-fit prophylactic stems were investigated as influenc-
ing factors on load transferring and strain distributions at
the implant-femur interfaces in [58], and [65], respectively.
Results showed that a small fiber diameter improved the
sensing element performance, a cemented prosthesis allowed
a more uniform distribution of the pressure, and a press-fit
prophylactic stem limited the risk of fracture in the imme-
diate postoperative care for patients with notch depth larger
than 5 mm.

As suggested in [58], bone cement plays a crucial role in
the implant stabilization and uniform load and strain distri-
butions; thus, the mechanical properties of various bonelike
materials have been investigated in the literature. The cur-
ing processes of Poly(methyl methacrylate) - PMMA [66],
[67], Hydroxyapatite (HA) [68], and Calcium Phosphate (CP)
[69], [70] cements were monitored by embedding FBGs in
blocks made of such materials. Strain profiles and tempera-
tures were measured over the whole duration of the material
shrinkage to check the presence of values out of physiological
range, particularly dangerous for tissue necrosis and implant
instability. Results in [67] and [69] showed that differences in
strain pattern are related to the cement porosity (i.e., the num-
ber of voids which occurs after the monomer evaporation),
and that a high number cause cement weakness and implant
failure. Moreover, according to the porosity level, the immer-
sion of cement specimen in liquid solutions until the satu-
ration allowed the determination of the material expansion
coefficients [70].

Once the prosthesis fits perfectly, the evaluation of the
mechanism of body movements has been assessed to study
the recovery of lost musculoskeletal functions. For instance,
FBGs embedded into a carbon fiber reinforced polymer
transtibial prosthesis was proposed in [71], [72] to evaluate
the recovery of the user’s gait. Eight FBGs were placed in
a vertical position and nine FBGs in a horizontal position
to enable the measurement of vertical strain and mechan-
ical force/strain non-perpendicular to the ground direction,
respectively. An additional FBG sensor was placed at the
distal end of the prosthesis and used for the temperature
compensation. Results of static tests showed a linear response
of the proposed system to applied loads with values twice the
mass of the volunteer enrolled in the study. Then, three walk-
ing tests at three different velocities (i.e., 0.5 m/s, 1.1 m/s, and
2.2 m/s) were performed by attaching the instrumented pros-
thesis on the knee, showing promising results especially for
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the FBGs attached to the regions where the prosthesis stores
and releases energy during walking. Such a study, combined
with other ones focused on robotic manipulators equipped
with FBGs for tactile sensing [73], [74] opens up to future
applications of FBGs in bionics. Indeed, FBG-based sensory
feedback could enable closed-loop control of the prosthesis,
improving its embodiment, amputee’s recovery functions,
and engagement with the surroundings going beyond the
results achieved with MEMS sensors [75], [76].

In the literature, the main orthoses instrumented by
FBGs. have been developed in the form of amputee
sockets, wheelchairs, fixed platforms, plantar insoles, and
orthodontic apparatus. The monitor of pressure at the
amputee sockets-stump and skin-wheelchairs interfaces were
investigated in studies concerned with the FP7 IASiS
projects [77]–[79] whose aim was bringing optical fiber
technology in rehabilitation applications, and more recently
in [80]–[82]. In all these studies, the sensing element was
encapsulated into flexible matrices. Moreover, the influences
of the matrix thickness in [79], [80], and the grating embed-
ding depth [80] on the sensor performances have been inves-
tigated. For instance, in [80], the amputee sockets-stump
interfacial pressures were measured by using an epoxy mate-
rial sensor pad based on the FBG sensor embedded in a
silicone matrix. Results showed that the system with the FBG
sensor on the top of the pad encapsulated into the thickest
matrix exhibited the highest sensitivity. Foot plantar pressure
and ground reaction forces were detected by fixed platforms
in [83], [84], and orthotic insoles in [85]–[92] instrumented
by single or multiple FBGs. In [89], both shear and plantar
pressure were discriminated during gait, using an array of
ten FBGs. Other exciting approaches were proposed in [85],
and [86] where the two FBGs-based solutions were developed
to monitor the ground reaction force: a fixed platform instru-
mented by five multiplexed FBGs in [91] and a cork-based
insole with an array of six FBGs in [92]. Both the proposed
solutions were able to monitor vertical ground reaction forces
during gait, as well as the body center of mass displacements
in static positions. Moreover, corks allowed the gratings ther-
mal isolation. The most recent smart insole was proposed
in [90]. The systemwas completely 3D-printed, and the FBGs
were encapsulated into the insole during the printing process
with promising during both standing position and walking
cycles.

Another important application in orthotics regards the
study of dental biomechanics by measuring the properties
of teeth and mandible in response to the installation of den-
tal implants and orthodontic apparatus. In dental implants,
the main aim is the study of strain-stress patterns on the
temporomandibular joint due to the implantation. In all
these studies, the sensing elements were directly placed on
the outer surface of a mandible equipped with a dental
implant [93], [94]. In some cases, strain gauges were used
as reference instruments to assess the system capability of
measuring a high level of static and dynamic strains, and these
measurements were also used to validate FEM [95], [96].

Results in [95] showed a good agreement between the mea-
suring method and FEM when teeth are subjected to sym-
metrical loads. At the same time, the marked differences dur-
ing non-symmetric configurations suggested the hardness in
replicating the complex dental structure. Moreover, research
efforts have also been devoted to study the influence of the
sensor positioning on the strain measurement in [97]. Results
showed the highest values for sensors positioned in the molar
region.

To fix dental implants, often dental cement is required.
Thus, FBGs were also used to monitor temperature, strain,
and stress built-up during the curing process of gypsum
products [98] and dental resin [99]. The most interesting
sensing solution was described in [99], where two FBGs
in Highly birefringent (HiBi) fiber was employed to mon-
itor the multi-axial stress build-up with promising results.
Several studies also reported on the application of FBGs in
the presence of dental orthosis involving splints [100] and
brackets [101]–[103]. The proposed systems were used to
measure temperature, strain patterns, and pressures distribu-
tions. Both temperature and force sensing were carried out
during the splint positions in [100], showing an increment of
both these parameters with small variation in the force val-
ues due to the patient self-adjusting. The orthodontic forces
applied by a bracket on the dental arch were measured by the
custom solutions proposed in [90], and [91]. In [90], an FBG
sensor written in a HiBi fiber was bonded on the orthodontic
bracket between the orthoses and the incisor outer surface
with good ability in detecting longitudinal and transversal
forces applied on the teeth, in the range corresponding to clin-
ical applications. Lastly, the influence of grating positions on
the strain distribution was investigated in [91], where seven
FBGs were placed along three teeth roots and transversally
along four teeth apex. As expected, the maximum strain was
experienced by the gratings at the cervical position of the
molar tooth.

B. MINIMALLY INVASIVE SURGERY
The MIS and the associated tools are becoming increasingly
relied upon across the healthcare industry. The term MIS
describes all kinds of surgery that minimize injury to the
patient with reductions of tissue trauma, pain, and recov-
ery time. Recently, the advent of robotic in MIS imposed
an increasing burden on the surgeon’s manual dexterity
and visual-motor control [104]. However, the use of hand-
held/robotic tools between the surgeon hand and the tissue,
as well as the physical separation in teleoperated surgery
limit the haptic feedback to the surgeon with potential tissue
trauma or unintentional damage to healthy tissue [102].

To overcome these limitations, FBGs-based tools have
been proposed for tasks of tissue manipulation and ablation
to restore tactile and temperature sensations fundamental
for providing haptic feedback to the surgeon during MIS
and robot-assisted MIS [105], [22]. Moreover, to access the
surgical target sites along tortuous anatomical paths, several
surgical flexible tools have been equipped with FBGs to
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FIGURE 3. Applications in MIS and robot-assisted MIS. Examples of tissue manipulations are highlighted in straw yellow, tissue ablation in
red and tool shaping in bright green.

guide and track the tool positioning by monitoring its shape
and location [106]. Fig. 3 shows the body parts involved
in the following studies grouped into three main categories
(Tissue Manipulation, Tissue Ablation, and Tool Shaping).
Each category is coded by a different color (i.e., straw yellow,
red, and bright green, respectively).

1) TISSUE MANIPULATION
Tissue manipulation includes surgical maneuvers to grasp,
clip, suture, and palp outer and inner tissues. These tasks
establish tool-tissues interactions to allow unprecedented
functionality including, automated robotic responses, recog-
nition of tissue force signatures, ability to minimize tool-to-
tissue forces during microsurgery, and potentially improve
the safety and efficacy of the surgical procedures. As a result,
the surgeon can control the applied forces avoiding any tissue
damage and distinguish between hard and soft, healthy, and
unhealthy palped tissues [105], [107]. In the literature, several
surgical tools as graspers, clippers, needles, and catheters
have been instrumented with FBGs for applications of reti-
nal microsurgery, laparoscopy, endoscopy and percutaneous
procedures, including epidurals and biopsy [105].

Retinal microsurgery is one of the most technically chal-
lenging micron-scale maneuvers performed on delicate tis-
sues [108]. Surgeons need to operate on very small and
delicate eye tissue with the magnification of a surgical micro-
scope and fine control of the surgical motion, discharging
hand tremor. The proposed solutions ranged from 1 degree-
of-freedom (1-DoF) [109] to 2-DoF [110] and 3-DoF [111]
tool-tip force sensors based on single and multiple FBGs,
with and without temperature compensation. Evaluation
experiments with the proposed instruments were conducted
on different epiretinal membrane models with manual [112]
and handheld robotic control [113]. In [109], the first attempt

to develop a 1-DoF FBG-based intraocular force sensor was
carried out instrumenting a 25 Gauge (∼ 0.5 mm diameter)
micro-pick instrument with a single FBG embedded in a
Nitinol wire. Subsequently, by employing three FBGs, the
concept was extended to a 2-DoF force-sensing tool with
temperature compensation and tests on different epiretinal
membrane models with manual [112] and handheld robotic
control [113] were performed. In a follow-up work [111],
the first sub-millimetric 3-DOF force sensing pick instrument
employing four FBGs was proposed to maximize the decou-
pling between axial and transverse force sensing. Besides
assisting with membrane peeling, some FBGs-based tool-tip
force sensing instruments were developed to detect puncture
forces in retinal vein cannulation. Generally, these instru-
ments employ three longitudinal FBGs for 2-DoF force sens-
ing capabilities attached to a cannulation needle with a distal
tip bent at around 45◦ relatively to tool shaft axis [114]–[116]
to ensure sensitivity to puncture forces in the direction of
the needle tip. An 80-µm needle tip force sensing cannula-
tion tool was proposed and assessed during the cannulation
of synthetic retinal vessel models [114] and cadaver pig
eyes [115]. Similarly, in [116], [117], a 70 µm needle tip
tool was attached to a handheld robotic device and cannulated
vessels in the chorioallantois membranes of chicken embryos.
A step forward has been done in [118], where a new con-
trol method to actively compensate unintended movements
of the operator’s hand and to keep the cannulation device
securely inside the vein following cannulation was proposed.
Experiments in fertilized chicken eggs vasculature, shown
100% success in venous puncture detection and significantly
reduced cannula position drift via the stabilization aid of the
robotic system [119].

Several studies introduced micro-forceps with integrated
FBG-based force sensing [118], [120], [121]. For instance,
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in [118], a 3-DoF force sensing motorized forceps was pro-
posed employing an additional sensor to capture the tensile
force along the tool axis. Moreover, a nonlinear force com-
putation method was proposed to ensure that grasping does
not affect the axial force reading. Validation experiments,
including random samples, showed that the method can pre-
dict 3-DoF in the axial direction. Lastly, FBG-based force
sensors integrated into the tool shaft outside the eye were
described in [122]–[124]. This is a highly desired function-
ality in robot-assisted retinal surgery because the stiffness
of the robotic system attenuates the user’s perception of the
scleral forces with the potential for eye injury. In [122],
a tool able to sense the scleral forces in transverse direc-
tions, and the location of the sclera contact point on the
shaft was developed. This solution allowed a robot control
framework based on variable admittance using the sensory
information to reduce the scleral interaction forces exceed-
ing a safe level. Furthermore, in [123], a control method
was proposed to enable the robot to perform autonomous
motions reaching desirable sclera force and/or insertion depth
and pre-defined safe trajectories. Moreover, robotic systems,
FBG-based force sensing instruments, and a recurrent neu-
ral network were combined to develop intelligent assistive
solutions to predict excessive force instances and augment the
performance of the user [124], [125].

Other surgical applications regard laparoscopic and endo-
scopic procedures, where FBGs have been extensively used
to provide tactile feedbacks inferred from either the exerted
forces during surgical tasks or the distal contact force during
tissue palpation. Solutions based on one-point and distributed
measurements have been proposed using uniform single or
multiple FBGs, directly mounted on the tip, in the proximity
of the tip or onto a transmission mechanism connected to
the tool (e.g., Steward [126], Sarrus [127], and cantilever-
beams [128] structures). Moreover, FEMs have been often
used to drive the system development in terms of opti-
mized sensor positioning and miniaturized tool dimensions
to achieve the best performances. Temperature compensation,
axial forces decoupling, bending outward effects, and creep
resistance were also evaluated to validate the feasibility of
the proposed designs in MIS applications. In [129], a laparo-
scopic needle driver to measure axial and grasping forces at
the grasper tip was proposed. The lower jaw of the grasper
was equipped with two FBGs. The FBG sensor used to
measure axial strains was embedded in the flexure structure
of the jaw, as the deflection of this element during objects
pulling induces strain on the grating. The FBG sensor used for
measuring grasping force wasmounted on the jaw proximally
after the flexure segment. This device is an updated version
of a previous prototype proposed to overcome some issues
related to grasping repeatability and axial sensor hysteresis
error in [130]. The novelty lies in the use of a T-shaped
grasper made of stainless steel instead of an I-shaped one
made of plastic. These features improved the system biocom-
patibility and sterilizability. The higher rigidity of the steel
resulted in a reduction of the system sensitivity in favor of

higher repeatability and accuracywith negligible bending and
force coupling effects.

However, systems equipped with an FBG sensor directly
attached in the proximity to the tip often undergo either
limited resolution or operation range. Trade-offs between the
force sensing resolution and proximity of the sensors to the
tool tip can be optimized by properly choosing the sensor
locations. To overcome these issues, some studies proposed
the use of FBGs incorporated onto the tool shaft [131] or
a transmission mechanism between the end-effector and the
joint [128], [132], [133]. For instance, in [131], a 2-DOF nee-
dle driver based on four FBGs was developed to be compat-
ible with the Da Vinci Surgical System. Tree robot-assisted
MIS tasks were carried out by novice and expert surgeons.
Results showed different force profiles according to the
level of expertise and improvement in the task execution
for both the group thanks to the force feedback. Recently,
two interesting solutions based on transmission mechanisms
were proposed in [127] and [133]. The same research group
focused on two FBG-based systems for grasping and pal-
pation tasks using Steward and Sarrus linkage mechanisms
in [133] and [127], respectively. The adopted structures were
optimized on the basis of finite element analysis. In both
the studies, the rigid kinematic parts of the proposed mecha-
nism were substituted with flexural hinges to provide effec-
tive force interaction between tool and tissue and prevent
damages to tissues during laparoscopic applications. More-
over, an FBG sensor in a tight suspension configuration was
mounted at the flexure’s central line. In [133], FEM results
suggested the need for an additional cantilever-beam struc-
ture to improve the system sensitivity even if sacrificing its
axial stiffness and force decoupling. Results in [133] showed
an excellent linear response to applied static loads with high
sensitivity. A consistent agreement with a commercial force
sensor used as a reference was also reported during dynamic
loading experiments (the average error between the two kinds
of measurement was 0.26 N). Results in [127] showed that in
both static and dynamic force loading experiments, excellent
consistency was found in terms of simulated and experimen-
tal sensitivity and linearity. Then, two simulated cylindrical
cancer nodules were buried in the samples at different depth
of a silicone phantom and a porcine liver, and the achieved
results validated the effectiveness of the proposed sensor to
detect tumors from the force distribution map during tissue
palpation.

Although over the past two decades, laparoscopic
surgery was considered the greatest revolution in MIS and
robot-assisted MIS, another surgical revolution for tissue
manipulation involved FBGs in natural orifice translumi-
nal endoscopic surgery [134]. In contrast to laparoscopy,
no superficial incisions are necessary to reach the target.
In the literature, flexible catheters and tubes were equipped
with FBGs and inserted through natural cavities [135]. Distal
contact force, pressure mapping, and tactile distributions
were some of the main measured parameters. For instance,
nitinol tubes equipped with two FBGs for detecting the distal
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force of tendon-sheath mechanisms in flexible endoscopic
robotic surgery were proposed in [136], [137]. The main
differences between the two versions are related to the overall
length of the nitinol tube (reduced from 6 mm to 3mm) and to
the grating length (reduced from 4 mm to 1 mm). Evaluations
of force calibration, hysteresis, and temperature compen-
sation were carried out. Results showed linear responses
of the two FBGs to force and temperature. Issues related
to temperature compensation and creeping effect, as well
as signal noise associated to improper glues were fulfilled
in [136], and ex-vivo and in-vitro tests were performed to
assess its functionality. Results showed a stable response
with good linearity within the range of 0.1 N - 0.5 N with
a percentage error of 4.19% between the measured and the
theoretically estimated values.

An interesting application of two FBGs arrays with
thirty-two gratings each, for pressure mapping in gastroscopy
was proposed in [138]. A flexible catheter was inserted
through the nasal hole with a sensing length covering the
path from the pharynx to the stomach for monitoring the
gastrointestinal mobility. Firstly, controlled in-vivo clinical
trials were carried out to directly compared the system perfor-
mance with a commercially available solid-state manometry
catheter showing a substantially equivalent response. Then,
a volunteer was intubated and asked to perform controlled
swallows. Results demonstrate the ability of the FBGs-based
catheter to record peristalsis running from pharynx to stom-
ach by measuring muscle contraction (pressure increments)
and retraction (pressure decrements). Abnormal values can
allow measuring early symptoms of diseases related to the
upper digestive apparatus. Another FBG-based system suit-
able to work inside the digestive apparatus was proposed
in [139]. An endoscopic instrument was developed for pal-
pation of the inner colonic wall for future applications in
colorectal cancer screening. The device was equipped with
three silicone-encapsulated FBGs. A FEM guided the system
development demonstrating the capability of the proposed
tool to measure contact forces along its axis with a linear
response between strain and applied forces.

Other percutaneous procedures for tissue manipulation
involved FBGs-based needles for biopsies and epidural punc-
tures [140]–[142]. Solutions for tissue-tool tip force sensing
have been proposed in the form of needle equipped with
FBGs. In [140], an 18 Gauge needle stylet was equipped
with three optical fiber embedding four FBGs each. The
needle was mechanically connected to a device with a pen-
like knob grasped by the users, and information of tool-tissue
contact was rendered via a haptic display that uses ultrasonic
motors to convey directional cues to users. An amount of
twenty puncture trials were performed by each of the ten
subjects involved in the study. Results showed that subjects
could easily determine the direction in which haptic feedback
was guiding them, improving their task performance. Lastly,
an optical guidance system for epidural space identification
was proposed in [141]. An FBG sensor was placed inside
the lumen of an 18 Gauge epidural needle and tested on a

lumbar phantom used to train clinical procedures for epidural
space identification. Intentionally wrong punctures without
achieving the epidural space were also performed. Results
showed the system capability of discriminating the most sig-
nificant tissue interfaces from the detection of the pressure
state experienced by the needle tip during the penetration
inside the phantom model. Moreover, the correct and wrong
punctures were clearly distinguished.

2) TISSUE ABLATION
Another important application of MIS is the cancer removal
through tissue thermal ablation. Localized measurement of
temperature distributions inside the organs may improve
the clinical outcomes reducing the probability of damag-
ing surrounding healthy tissue. Tissue ablation by ther-
mal treatments (e.g., laser ablation, radiofrequency ablation,
microwave ablation, and cryoablation) have an immense
potential for the removal of cancer and have already gained
broad clinical acceptance [143]. The main advantages are
related to their minimal invasiveness since these treatments
can be performed either via a percutaneous insertion of a
small needle-like applicator or through a natural orifice under
endoscopic ultrasound guidance. Thermal treatments involve
the use of different types of energy to induce a cytotoxic
temperature increment in the target organ in order to destroy
all the tumors with an additional safety margin while sparing
the surrounding healthy tissue. Although these techniques
have been performed for decades, there are some open chal-
lenges. The high temperatures induced to destroy tumors,
inevitably damage healthy cells. In addition, the difficulties
to accurately monitor in real-time the effects of the treatment
can cause either an incomplete tumor removal or the dam-
age of surrounding healthy structure. FBGs have immense
potential for improving the clinical outcome in this field
since the knowledge of temperature during the treatment can
be beneficial to target the thermal damage to tumor cells
minimizing the harm of healthy tissues [144], [145]. The
possibility to resolve temperature along with the fiber by fab-
ricating FBG arrays facilitates the 3D reconstruction of tissue
temperature. This unique characteristic makes FBGs better
than other temperature sensors (e.g., thermocouples, thermis-
tors) for this application. In 1997, first attempts to monitor
temperature during thermal ablation by FBGs were presented
in [146]. In the last decades, FBGs usage in this field has
grown tremendously, and these sensors have been applied in
phantoms and during the treatments of different organs (e.g.,
liver, bone, kidney, pancreas, biliary tree) in animal models
(ex-vivo and in-vivo) and in clinical trials [146]–[154]. Dur-
ing the first attempts, the majority of the studies have been
performed by using one or more fiber optics embedding a sin-
gle FBG sensor, while recent investigations have employed
arrays of FBGs to perform high resolved measurements and
to reconstruct the whole map of temperature within the
organ. Recently, studies have proposed highly dense FBGs
with spatial resolution better than 1 mm with ten or more
FBGs embedded within a single fiber. For instance, recently,
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a configuration using an array of twenty-five FBGs with a
grating length of 0.9 mm was proposed in [155]. Regarding
other performances of these sensors, it is worth noting that
they can measure temperature with accuracy in the order
of 0.1 ◦C, with short response time, and data can be collected
at sampling frequency higher than 1 kHz [22], [151], [155].
Other advantages are related to the absence of artifact due
to the direct absorption of the energy delivered to perform
the treatment, while this problem can significantly affect dif-
ferent types of sensors [156]–[158]. An important advantage
is that these sensors can be used in Computed Tomography
(TC) and MR room. This can be crucial since several thermal
treatments are performed under either CT or MR guidance.
In addition, this feature makes FBGs an optimal tool for
assessing the performance of new non-invasive protocols for
monitoring temperature maps during thermal treatments by
CT or MR images (e.g., CT thermometry and MR thermom-
etry [159], [160]). A potential problem can be related to the
cross-sensitivity to strain, especially during in-vivo experi-
ments. In this scenario, movements caused by the respiratory
activity of the patients can strain the sensors causing mea-
surement errors. This concern involves not only applications
during lungs’ treatments, but all the organs which experi-
ence movements during respirations (e.g., liver, pancreas, and
kidney). Experiments have shown measurement error up to
some ◦C, but they can be minimized by filtering the recorded
data [151]. Recently, CFBGs have been applied to this field
to estimate the thermal gradient, which is particularly sig-
nificant close to the applicator used to deliver the energy
during the treatment [15]. The recent developments of highly
dense FBGs allowing measurements with high resolution
could discourage future use of CFBGs in this application, also
considering the complexity of the data analysis to retrieve
information from their spectrum.

3) TOOL SHAPING
For the correct manipulation of surgical tools inside the
patient’s body, it is essential to dynamically track their
position and shape during a surgical procedure. Despite
the availability of commercial FBGs-based shape sensors
certified EN60601 (a series of standards for the safety and
the effectiveness of medical electrical equipment) [161],
the 3D real-time shape reconstruction is still challenging.
Indeed, the complex morphologies of the targeted sites and
the tortuous path access under constrained spaces require
high embedding capability of the sensing system and inher-
ent tool deformability. To overcome these issues, optical
fiber technology has gained attention for curvature estima-
tion and shape reconstruction. The main configurations of
FBGs-based shape sensors can be grouped into multiple
single-core fibers, epoxy-molded or fastener to a support,
and multicore fibers (MCFs), having several cores inte-
grated into a single fiber. The most widely used configu-
rations for shape sensing are: triangular with three outer
cores [162], [163], square with four outer cores [164], [165],
and hexagonal with one central core and six outer core [163]

(typical configuration for MCFs). The more cores are
exploited, the higher is the accuracy of the shape sensor at
the equal value of core spacing (core-to-core distance) [166].
Besides, some studies investigated the multi-sensitive capa-
bility of shape sensors for simultaneously detecting the inter-
action forces between the instrument and the surrounding
environment, while reconstructing shape [167], [168]. Nee-
dles, catheters, endoscopes, and continuum robots for MIS
and robot-assisted MIS applications (e.g., in neurosurgery,
otolaryngology, biopsy, colonoscopy, and intravascular
surgery) have been equipped with FBGs, showing enor-
mous potentialities in tool shaping. Among the instrumented
tools, better performances have been found in the shape
reconstruction of systems which undergo small deforma-
tions (e.g., steerable needle for biopsy and ablation). Indeed,
their inherent higher stiffness in comparison to catheters
and endoscopes induced a perfect strain transmission to the
attached FBGs.

Referring to multiple single-core fibers, the triangular con-
figuration has been the most exploited in medical applica-
tions, since it can be interrogated using only three channels of
the interrogation unit and ensures a simpler assembly than the
other configurations. Furthermore, when employing a cen-
tral core, such configuration allows twist angles detection in
addition to temperature compensation, axial strain removal,
and curvature sensing [105]. For instance, in [162] and [163],
a surgical needle was equipped with a triplet of single-core
optical fibers in a triangular configuration. Each fiber embed-
ded four FBGs glued along the shaft grooves for shape sens-
ing during a biopsy. Results in free space and gelatin phantom
insertion showed maximum errors in needle shape recon-
struction and tip positioning (about 2.23 mm and 1.91 mm
in free space, and 0.79 mm and 0.57 mm, in gelatin), higher
in out-of-plane deflections than in in-plane ones. Improve-
ments in target accuracy and precision of the proposed system
were reached by combining a robot-assisted needle steering
method with FBGs-based shaping feedback [169]. Attempts
have also been made toward the shape sensing of endoscopes
and catheters. Their length and flexibility higher than the
ones of needles require more FBGs to provide useful and
accurate curvature information. Moreover, research efforts
have been dedicated to the implementation of shape sensors
in endoscopes. For instance in [164] and [165], where a
four single core fibers, each consisted of five FBGs and in
a square configuration, was proposed. Results showed the
system capability of reconstructing the tool shape but with
large errors during in-vivo tests [164]. This configuration
allows the temperature compensation and curvature profile
measurement but suffers from low resolution in twist angle
detection [165]. Recently, a step forward to the accuracy
improvement of shape reconstruction has been done exploit-
ing MCFs arranged in a hexagonal configuration, as reported
in [170]. Such a system resulted in a valid alternative to
fluoroscopy for endovascular navigation. The shape sensor
was obtained using three of the seven cores of the MCFs,
inscribing thirty-eight multiplexed FBGs each, to sense
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FIGURE 4. Applications in physiological monitoring. Examples of systems for monitoring RR are highlighted in light blue, for HR in light red,
for BP in purple and for BT in acid green.

curvature and shape from the strain detected by the gratings.
Results showed high accuracy in the 3D shape reconstruction
over the whole sensing length (380 mm).

C. PHYSIOLOGICAL MONITORING
The monitoring of physiological parameters is at the cor-
nerstone of medicine and surgery since it is a relatively
non-invasive measure of human health. The baseline indi-
cators of a patient’s health status are often known as
vital signs [171]. This section is devoted to describing
the FBG-based systems used to detect vital signs routinely
checked by healthcare providers: respiratory rate (RR), heart
rate (HR), blood pressure (BP), and body temperature (BT).
Fig. 4 shows the body parts involved in the following studies
grouped into four main categories (i.e., Respiratory Rate,
Heart Rate, Blood Pressure, and Body Temperature). Each
category is coded by a different color (i.e., light blue, light
red, purple, and acid green, respectively).

1) RESPIRATORY RATE
TheRR has been extensivelymonitored by using FBGs-based
technologies in clinical (e.g., respiratory rehabilitation, and
MR examination) and sports settings (e.g., cycling and
archery) [172]. The majority exploited the grating intrinsic
strain sensitivity for developing wearable and non-wearable
systems able to monitor RR from the respiratory-induced
chest wall deformations. In this kind of application, FBGs
have been either bare or housed into passive flexible

matrices, bonded on textiles (e.g., elastic bands, and
stretchable T-shirts) or on synthetic surfaces the body
skin comes into contact with (e.g., cushions, wheelchairs,
flatbeds [173], [174]). Spirometers, flowmeters, and MoCap
systems have been often used as benchmarks [175]–[178].
The first study concerning the monitoring of RR by tho-
racic cage deformations was described in [179]. An FBG
sensor was embedded in an elastic band to hold it in place
during breathing. Good signal-to-noise ratio, not fully lin-
ear response to strain and capability of triggering external
devices for artificial ventilation, was demonstrated. FBGs
used to instrument wearable system were also proposed
in [180]–[182], in the framework of the financed OFSETH
FP6 EU project. Both thoracic and abdominal movements
were detected by smart elastic bands. One band was instru-
mented by a single FBG in a coiled-layout fiber. Once the
strain sensitivity and fatigue strength have been studied,
the system assessment was performed on healthy adults and
using a simulator inside the MR scan. The capability of
measuring strain elongation up to 3% and to be a golden
solution for MR vital signs monitoring was demonstrated.
Smart T-shirts based on a different number of FBGs (from
two up to twelve gratings) have been proposed as innovative
technologies enabling unobtrusive respiratory monitoring in
terms of RR, respiratory (TR), inspiratory (TI) and expiratory
(TE) periods, tidal (Vt) and compartmental (Vc) respiratory
volumes in [177], [178], [183]. Indeed, a high number of
gratings allows investigating the behavior of different chest
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compartments. For the first time, MoCap system was used
to drive both the system fabrication and assessment. Tests in
standing and supine positions, as well as during MR scan and
cycling, were carried out to investigate the system response to
different working conditions. The promising results showed
that the system performances increased with the number of
gratings, their location, and orientation (for instance, per-
centage errors in RR estimation ≤ 0.38% [183] rather than
1.59% [178] and 1.14% [177]). Moreover, the smart textile
based on twelve FBGs, a half located in specific positions
on the front of the cage and a half on the backside, showed
high accuracy in estimating breath-by-breath TR, TI and TE
values (for instance TR bias of 0.001 s rather than 0.14 s [178]
and 0.04 s [177]) with good capability of monitoring Vt
after a pre-calibration (bias of 0.09 L). Such a prototype
was also involved in studies where influences of sex and
sensor positioning have been considered for driving further
optimization in terms of the number of FBGs, robustness, and
more adaptability to different body shape [184].

In this regard, two different branches of research have
been proposed: i) the sensorization of synthetic surfaces
in contact with the skin (e.g., cushions, wheelchairs,
flatbeds [173], [174]), and ii) the rise of flexible wear-
able sensors based on FBGs, high compliant to the
skin [185]–[187].

Some examples belonging to the first branch are FBGs
taped on a cushion [173] and a plexiglass board [188], placed
between the backside of the chest and the backrest of the
seat or the MR flatbed, respectively. Results showed good
performance in measuring dynamic strains caused by the
breathing (in both cases, percentage errors <12%).
Regarding the second branch, an amount of novelty has

been brought by studies based on flexible sensors to be
comfortably worn by the subject. In these works, often a
metrological characterization is firstly required to find out
the sensor sensitivity to strain, and other parameters (e.g.,
temperature and relative humidity) since the properties of the
3Dmatrix influence the FBG response. For instance, in [187],
a rectangular-shaped flexible sensor based on FBG technol-
ogywas calibrated to retrieve static and dynamicmetrological
characteristics showing strain sensitivity one order of mag-
nitude bigger than the temperature ones, negligible relative
humidity-induced contributions, and acceptable hysteresis
errors. Then, the proposed sensor was used to instrument
two elastic bands for monitoring mean and breath-by-breath
RR values from the thorax and abdomen movements during
tests in lab and out-of-lab (i.e., during simulated archery
races) [176].

A different approach for the RR monitoring involved the
measurement of nasal/oral airflow. Techniques for a direct
measure of the respiratory airflow or based on different
thermo-hygrometric conditions between inspiration and expi-
ration have been proposed. The main difference between
these two techniques is related to the presence of active
polymer coatings for the grating functionalization. This con-
figuration allows variations in the surroundings (i.e., in the

content of water vapor and so in relative humidity, and tem-
perature) to activate the coating volumetric or refractive index
changes responsible for FBG wavelength shifts and coupling
intensity variations. This configuration allows variations in
the surroundings (i.e., in the content of water vapor and so
in relative humidity, and temperature) to activate the coating
volumetric or refractive index changes responsible for FBG
wavelength shifts and coupling intensity variations.

Focusing on the direct monitoring of respiratory airflows,
both bare and metal-coated FBGs have been used to develop
flowmeters (e.g., orifice meters, and hot wire anemometers)
and spirometers. Cantilever-based mechanisms and external
energy sources (e.g., laser) have been often required for the
transduction of the airflow into FBG output changes. For
instance, in [189], an isosceles triangle cantilever with a cou-
ple of FBGs at either side was pushed/pulled by the flow force
transmitted on it. The cantilever bending caused grating ten-
sions/compressions, showing a non-linear relation between
wavelength shifts and measured flowrates with a high strain
sensitivity. Another cantilever-based approach was proposed
in [190], where a spirometer based on FBG technology was
proposed for pulmonary function tests. The FBG sensor was
glued lengthwise along a cantilever beam mounted trans-
versely to the upper section of an aluminum plate. During
inspiration/expiration, the cantilever was pushed/pulled by
the plate swiveling, and in turn, the FBG sensor was ten-
sioned/compressed. The comparison between some crucial
respiratory parameters (i.e., forced expiratory volume in the
first second, FEV1, forced vital capacity, FVC, and peak
expiratory flow, PEF) obtained by the FBG outputs and the
reference one measured by a commercial spirometer showed
promising results.

Research efforts have also been done in the use of
metal-coated FBGs to develop hot wire anemometers, where
an external source of energy has been often used to ensure
the sensing element thermal equilibrium. Recently, examples
of this kind of solution were described in [191], [192], where
graphene and silver layers were used as coatings, respectively.
Their measurement principle is underpinned by the metallic
layers, which absorb the power of pumping light. Usually,
an external source heats the metallic layer causing a red
shift of the coated FBG sensor. When the airflow hits the
sensing element, part of the heat is taken away from the
layer, and the FBG undergoes a blue shift. All these works
showed an effective improvement of the system flowrates
sensitivity thanks to the metallic layer, with a non-linear
relationship between FBG wavelength shifts and measured
flowrates.

As previously described, changes in airflow thermo-
hygrometric conditions can also be exploited for RR moni-
toring. Few studies proposed devices with bare FBGs to esti-
mate RR by detecting temperature changes between inhaled
and exhaled airs [193], [194]. The most used solutions are
based on the FBG functionalization for relative humidity
sensing [195]. To accomplish this aim, several coatings
have been exploited. Among others, synthetic and natural
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polymers (e.g., PVA, PMMA, and Agar) and nanostructured
films of Graphene oxide (GO) and Polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbon/Silica nanoparticles (PAH/SiO2). The matrix
thickness and coating concentration have been investigated
as influencing factors of the relative humidity sensitivity
of functionalized FBGs suggesting higher sensitivity and
response times for thicker matrices and higher polymer con-
centration [196].

These solutions allow RR monitoring from the oral or
nasal airflow in the form of needle-like probes and tempo-
rary wearable devices (e.g., face masks and plates below
the nostrils), with uniform FBGs and TFBGs working in
reflection or in transmission [197], [198]. An FBG sensor
inserted in a metallic needle and coated by agar was pro-
posed in [175], [199], [200] for RR monitoring during both
mechanical ventilation and human breathing. The measured
RR values were comparedwith the ones set on themechanical
ventilator and measured by using a commercial spirometer
in [199], [200], and [175], respectively, showing promising
results (percentage error <3%).
Amon temporary wearable devices, a respiratory mask

instrumented by an FBG sensor coated by GO was used
in [197] and by 23 PAH/SiO2 layers in [201]. Both the
devices showed a high capability of monitoring RR but only
the one in [201] was tested on humans. A more comfort-
able solution was recently proposed by [202], where a com-
pletely MR-compatible plate made of PVC was instrumented
by an agar-coated FBG sensor encapsulated into a Dragon
SkinTMmatrix. The assessment was carried out on six volun-
teers during slow, normal, and fast breathing, placing the plate
below the nostrils. Promising results were testified by values
of absolute percentage errors ≤2.29%.

2) HEART RATE
The HR has been monitored simultaneously to RR by most
of sensing FBG-based solutions previously described to mea-
sure chest displacements [173], [183], [185]–[187]. Indeed,
the mechanical activity of the heart causes vibrations smaller
and faster than the respiratory ones on the chest surface. The
graphical representation of the heartbeat-induced displace-
ments is known as seismocardiogram (SCG) when measured
as vibrations on the chest, and ballistocardiogram (BCG)
when referred to the ballistic forces generated by the heart and
measured at the center of mass of the human body. FBGs are
very suitable for non-invasive cardiac monitoring since they
are small and light, highly sensitive to strain, with long-term
stability and proper frequency response. These features allow
the recording of cardiac-induced displacements, typically
ranging from 0.2 mm to 0.5 mm and frequency components,
mainly ranging from 0.6 Hz and 40 Hz [203]. The majority
of the proposed studies investigated the cardiorespiratory
monitoring describing wearable and non-wearable solutions
made of polymers and composite materials such as Poly-
dimethylsiloxane - PDMS [186], PVC [185], [204], Dragon
SkinTM20 [187], Plexiglass [205], Fiberglass [206] and rein-
forced carbon fiber (CFRP) [174]. Electrocardiogram (ECG)

and photoplethysmography (PPG) have been often used as
benchmarks [205]. Despite the use of different measurement
principles and various casing materials, all the studies agreed
with each other: the proposed systems show more accuracy
in the estimation of RR than HR values. This finding is
justified by the smaller amplitude of the signal related to the
heart activity than the one due to respiration, by the need
of more sophisticated filtering stages required to extract the
cardiac contributions masked by the respiratory one, and by
the lack of standardized fiducial measuring points for the
SCG detection. Such harnesses are still limiting the clinical
use of SCG/BCG signals for HR monitoring.

Recently, a first effort in the definition of fiducial points
has been done in [176], [187] where an elastic based instru-
mented by a flexible sensor based on a single FBG was
positioned on three measurement sites (i.e., xiphoid process,
umbilicus and below the left mammilla) of 3 volunteers
to investigate the site influence on the signal amplitudes.
Significant differences were found during both inter- and
intra-volunteer analysis, suggesting the influence of anthro-
pometry and sensor pre-stretching. However, the low val-
ues of standard deviation measured during each test indi-
cated the high repeatability of the system once worn and
the capability of measuring HR. A step forward has been
done in [164], where HR was measured by two nominally
identic FBGs, one sensor worn on the xiphoid process and
the other one above the umbilicus of 9 volunteers. The FBG
sensor at the xiphoid process resulted more accurate than
the one above the umbilicus in estimating HR values when
compared to the reference one, both in terms of mean and
beat-by-beat values (e.g., mean absolute percentage errors
around ∼ 5.74%).

Other exciting solutions for potential SCG clinical appli-
cations have exploited the FBG MR-compatibility. In [205]
and [206], HR during the MR scan was measured, placing
the sensor in contact with the backside of enrolled volunteers
and the thorax (i.e., in the form of a wearable system), respec-
tively. Despite the strong electromagnetic field generated
inside the MR scanner, the signal propagated in the fiber
was not distorted, and a good agreement (percentage errors
< 7% for both the proposed systems) was found between
mean and beat-by-beat HR values measured by the FBG-
based system and the reference instrument. The same system
in [205], was used to instrument a chair and a footplate.
Results of 3 volunteers showed differences always lower than
2.68 bpm between HR values obtained by the FBG and the
ECG sensors. Similar approaches were proposed in [174]
and [204]. In [174], a smart bed equipped with 12 FBG in
a single fiber was proposed. Results showed that the HR
detected by the smart bed was very close to the one measured
by a pulse oximeter. Lastly, in [204], a conic-shaped device
was instrumented by an FBG sensor and used to measure HR
when positioned in contact with the left upper thorax of five
volunteers. A comparison betweenmeanHRvaluesmeasured
by the FBG sensors and a digital oscilloscope showed good
agreement.
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3) BLOOD PRESSURE
The BP calculated from the pulse wave using FBGs is one
of the most challenging measuring techniques concerning
vital signs monitoring. Indeed, a low-pass filtering stage
(e.g., 0.5Hz-5Hz), the identification of each single pulse
wave, the signal normalization along y-axis and standard-
ization along the x-axis, and a calibration curve built using
partial least squares regression analysis are necessary before
being able to calculate BP. [207]

Usually, when the heart beats, the pulse wave moves
through the circulatory system. In the literature, several
FBGs-based solutions were proposed to perform the pulse
wave analysis (PWA), detecting the arterial pulse at differ-
ent peripherical pulsatile sites. The PWA has been exten-
sively used for monitoring BP (and the pulse rate, PR)
starting from the peaks in the pulse wave patterns. The
advantage of PWA also relies on monitoring pulse vari-
ability in terms of pulse transit time (PTT) to retrieve an
estimation of the arterial stiffness and of the waveform and
to improve the quantification of the systolic load on the
heart and other central organs [208]. Sphygmomanometers
placed on the arm/wrist, pulse oximeters on the finger, and
stethoscopes have been often used as benchmarks. Systems
based on FBGs for BP monitoring have been fabricated to be
directly attached to the skin [207], encapsulated into wear-
ables [209], [210], or embedded into probes in contact to the
skin surface [211]–[213]. The pulse wave has been detected
on several body parts (i.e., temple, finger, ankle, neck, foot,
elbow and wrist [209], [210], [214]–[217]), at the level of
the peripherical pulsatile sites (i.e., brachial, carotid, radial,
ulnar and tibial arteries). In [207], [218], an FBG sensor
was used for BP monitoring. It was taped perpendicularly
to the direction of the blood flow in the radial artery of
the right wrist. A sphygmomanometer around the left upper
arm was used as a reference system. Moreover, influences of
individual differences, measurement site height, and assumed
postures on the accuracy of the BP monitoring have been
investigated in [207], [218]. Tests were carried out on partic-
ipants included elderly and young subjects in supine posture
in [207] and in supine, sitting, and standing positions with
increasing differences in height between the FBG sensor and
the reference instrument in [218]. Results showed the good
capability of the proposed sensor to calculated BP in several
postures at fixed heights (error < 4 mmHg) with a reduction
of accuracy according to individual differences and height
(errors < 6 mmHg in both cases).

Attempts have also been devoted to the employment of
wearable solutions for the BP monitoring. They have been
developed in the form of skin-like systems [209], and hollow
boxes [210], [219], [220] with a flexible diaphragm. The
most recent solution has been proposed in [210], where an
FBG-based hollow tube was developed to detect pulse waves
from the volumetric changes of the finger. The results of
eighteen volunteers showed the capability of the proposed
device to monitor BP, PR, and PTT, using an electronic
stethoscope as reference. Moreover, repeatable morphologies

between followed pulse have been demonstrated. Lastly,
among optomechanical probes based on FBGs, two studies
proposed spring- and lever- basedmechanisms to improve the
systems’ sensitivity to the small strains caused by the pulse
wave [211], [213]. Both the works showed highly perfor-
mant solutions for BP monitoring. Indeed, such mechanisms
improved the strain sensitivity around ten and twenty times
in comparison to the ones obtained without transmission
elements.

4) BODY TEMPERATURE
The BT has been monitored in some studies reported on
FBGs-based systems. Needle-based systems and wearables
have been proposed. Commercial thermometers have been
often used as benchmarks. In [221], a polymer packaging
was used to improve sensitivity of bare FBGs. In partic-
ular, an unsaturated polymer resin encapsulating the grat-
ing allowed an increment of temperature sensitivity around
15 times higher than the bare one. Then, five prototypes of
the proposed sensor were embedded into an upper body intel-
ligent cloth, on the right and left chest and armpit, and on the
upper back. Aweighted FEMwas proposed to obtain the final
BT from the five sensors placed on the upper body. Indeed,
the contribution of each body part to the final BT values
is different and should be weighed. A good agreement was
found between the last BT values measured by the proposed
system and the ones measured by a medical mercury ther-
mometer. A Teflon-based capillary structure was proposed
in [222]. First, the capillary was filled with epoxy resin. Then,
tests were carried out by placing the proposed system and a
mercury thermometer into a water bath at identical positions,
when temperature ranges from 35 ◦C to 45 ◦C. A nonlinear
input-output relationship was found presumably related to
the resin solidification process. Thus, to improve the system
performance, another structure was proposed by fixing the
FBG sensor only at two endpoints. Results showed a linear
response with a temperature sensitivity 23 times higher than
the ones of a bare FBG sensor. Lastly, a prototypal FBG probe
consisting of a hypodermic needle has been recently proposed
in [223] and subjected to cyclic sterilization processes. The
aim was the investigation of the influence of such a process
on the FBG-based probe performances when compared to a
commercial thermistor. Results showed that the optical probe
was not harmed from thermal stress cyclically induced by
the sterilization while the thermistor was affected. Moreover,
the temperature sensitivity of the FBG-based needle showed
no significant changes with the accumulation of sterilization
cycles (up to 250), and the standard deviation remained low
and stable over the cycles as compared to those determinates
by the commercial system. These findings are considered
very promising for clinical practice.

D. MEDICAL BIOSENSING
The need for even more accurate diagnosis and personalized
medicine is leading to a growing understanding of disease
pathological pathways through the detection of biomarkers.
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FIGURE 5. Applications in medical biosensing. Examples of the main binding typologies are highlighted.

Biomarkers are considered efficacious indicators for several
pathologies such as cancers, neurodegenerative disorders,
and cardiovascular disease [224]. For this reason, researchers
have invested a lot of effort in the field of medical biosensing
with the aims of promptly assessing the stage of the disease
and designing the most effective treatments tailoring to the
patients’ individual needs [224], [225]. A biosensor is a com-
pact device that incorporates a high-affinity biological recep-
tor (e.g., enzymes, aptamers, cells, and antibodies) for the
recognition of a specific analyte (e.g., proteins, DNA/RNA
sequences, virus, and bacteria) [226]. Among others, medi-
cal biosensing based on optical fiber gratings presents good
performances in detecting biological components since the
recognition of the analyte is transduced into a measured
optical signal with high sensitivity, immune to external dis-
turbance, stable and with high signal-to-noise ratio [225].
Although TFBG is the principal grating configuration used in
optical biosensing, also EFBGs have attracted recent interest
as biosensors [20]. However, some hurdles are still limiting
their use.

In biosensing applications, all the proposed sensing solu-
tions should be able to detect changes in the surrounding
refractive index caused by the biochemical receptor-analyte
reaction. Thus, the first step forwards the fabrication of
EFBGs-based biosensors is the partial or full exposition of
the core-inscribed sensing part to the surrounding medium
obtained by etching, polishing, or tapering the fiber [225].
Usually, the chemical etching has been performed before
the grating functionalization to improve the biosensors’ sur-
rounding refractive index sensitivity. Unfortunately, although
a smaller diameter results in a higher sensitivity to refractive
index, an improvement in the fiber fragility during the func-
tionalization steps is observed. Some studies have focused on
the influence of EFBG diameters on the system performance
to find out a good trade-off between refractive index sensi-
tivity and robustness [227], but challenges still exist. Other-
wise, TFBGs can be directly used for biosensing purposes

exploiting their intrinsic sensitivity to surrounding refractive
index changes.

The most widespread optical configuration for medical
biosensing is represented by the surface plasmon reso-
nance (SPR) based biosensors. Numerous studies reported on
pure and localized SPR excitations obtained by coating the
grating with noble metal films and nanoparticles (e.g., gold
and silver). Moreover, silane chemistry has been often per-
formed as an additional biofunctionalization strategy to allow
an appropriate immobilization of bio-receptors on the sensor
surface. Lastly, the blocking of the uncovered sections to
avoid non-specific analytic bindings and additional deposit-
ing of nanoparticles (e.g., gold, and GO) have been proposed
to improve the sensor selectivity and sensitivity [228]–[230].

The choice of reagents depends on the final target appli-
cations. EFBGs- and TFBGs- based biosensors have been
used for detecting metabolic pathways, cellular growth and
proliferation, proteins, bacteria, as well as viruses to allow
diseases and disorders detention, drug testing, and cellular
regeneration. Most of the proposed detection technologies
have not required fine labeling procedures, and the binding
process could be assessed and monitored in real-time. Con-
focal and fluorescence microscopy-based approaches have
been used to provide the assessment of the effectiveness in
modifying the fiber surface [231], [232]. Biosensors based on
FBG technology have been extensively used for applications
in medical diagnostics, ranging from the detection of can-
cers, viruses, and bacterial infections to cardiovascular, neu-
rological, and endocrine disorders and diseases. According
to the biological reagent in charge of capturing the analyte,
the proposed EFBG/TFBG-based biosensors can be grouped
into antibody-, nucleic acids-, enzyme- and whole cell-
based biosensors. The most popular biosensing technique for
pathologies diagnosis is based on the immobilization of a
bio-receptor (e.g., antibody, aptamer) on the fiber surface
to capture a specific biological target (e.g., protein, virus,
bacteria, whole-cell, and small molecules) [233]. Fig. 5 shows
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the main diagnostic areas targeted by the following studies
grouped into three main categories (i.e., Cancers Viral and
Bacterial Infections, Genetic Diseases, and Neurodegenera-
tive and Endocrine Disorders).

1) CANCERS, VIRAL AND BACTERIAL INFECTIONS
Systems for a prompt diagnosis of cancers, and infections
caused by viruses, and bacteria have been proposed starting
from the EFBG/TFBG detection of changes in refractive
index due to the antibody-antigens reaction binding. In [228],
the diagnosis of lung cancer in the distal bronchial tree was
proposed. The group manufactured a minimally invasive gold
film-coated SPR-TFBG sensor. The biosensor was embed-
ded inside a catheter and designed to detect a cancer cell
biomarker (i.e., Cytokeratin, CK 17) by the surface immo-
bilization of a specific antibody (i.e., anti-CK17). Ex-vivo
studies on freshly resected human lobectomies showed that
the device detected the biomarker and hence distinguished
healthy samples from tumoral ones. Moreover, additional
information about the tissue stiffness allowed the right posi-
tioning of the catheter. Recently, nucleic acid aptamers (DNA
or RNA) have been emerged as attractive alternatives to
antibodies, leading to the development of nucleic acids-based
biosensors based on FBGs. Cancer biomarkers were detected
by DNA-based biosensors in [228]. A specific DNA aptamer
(i.e., MAMA2) was immobilized on the fiber surface (50 nm
gold film-based SPR-TFBG sensor) for the detection from
the tissue surface of mammaglobin proteins, expression of
circulating human breast cancer cells. Moreover, additional
gold nanoparticles were used as amplifier label of the biosen-
sor response. Results showed the capability of detecting a
low concentration of cancer cells (10cells/ml) with a good
specificity as compared to other control cell lines.

Other studies have focused on the diagnosis of cancers and
inflammatory processes from the detection of the cell growth
density in response to cancer biomarkers drugs and other
stimuli using whole cell-based biosensors. Among others,
in [234] and [235], the detection of the epithelial growth
factor receptor (EGFR) was performed. The EGFR is an
important biomarker which is over-expressed by numerous
cancer cells [236]. In [234] and [235], the functionalization
of the fiber surface with specific monoclonal antibodies was
performed to quantify extracellular membranes receptors in
native human epithelial cells.

In both the studies, the sensor architecture lay on a gold-
coated SPR-TFBG with monoclonal mouse immunoglobu-
lin G antibody (anti-EGFR) immobilized using Dojindo’s
carboxylic acid. The interaction between the proposed
immunosensor and EGFRs (intact and with an overexpressed
receptor) was investigated by measuring changes in transmis-
sion spectrum amplitude and wavelength as cellular binding
events occurred. Specific bindings of cells were detected for
concentration ≥ 3.0 ·106 cell/ml with linear binding relation
over time.

In the field of cell growth density, another appli-
cation has focused on the investigation of drugs and

microenvironments- cell interactions in cell culture equip-
ment. The effect of trypsin, serum, and sodium azide on
the NIH-3T3 fibroblast cells response was studied by using
a gold-coated SPR TFBG [237]. Results showed that such
stimuli induced detachment of cells from the sensor surface,
serum uptake, and cellular metabolism inhibition, respec-
tively. The resulting signal indicated a regeneration capabil-
ity under repetitive stimuli and the possibility of detecting
biofilm formation and drugs on the fiber surface.

2) GENETIC DISEASES
Another innovative field of application in medical diagnos-
tics relies on the detection of genetic diseases performed by
biosensors based on DNA hybridization [231], [232]. Indeed,
the discovery of imperfect matches of DNA sequences is the
leading cause of specific genetic mutations. Although inno-
vative efforts have been assayed towards the development of
such biosensors, the development of high performant sens-
ing solutions is still challenging. In [231], micro-structured
FBGs were functionalized by single-stranded DNA (ssDNA)
aptamer to bio-recognize complementary base sequences and
form a stable double-stranded region. Results showed high
specificity to detect low target concentration in real-time.
The main issues are related to difficulties in performing
reproducible fabrication processes. Indeed, the washing pro-
cess with a phosphate buffer saline solution followed by
a re-hybridization led to a different number of active sites
occupied by DNA molecules. Considering that the optical
response is strongly dependent on the location of such bind-
ing sites on the fiber surface, also a different value of local
sensitivity was achieved.

3) NEURODEGENERATIVE AND ENDOCRINE DISORDERS
DNA and enzyme-based biosensors have been developed for
the diagnosis of neurodegenerative disorders (e.g., depres-
sion, Parkinson’s disease, and dementia), often caused by
the abnormal value of small molecules such as S-adenosyl-
L-homocysteine (AdoHcy) and dopamine. For instance,
in [230], a gold-coated SPR TFBG was functionalized with
ssDNA aptamer anchored on the graphene layer. The sensor
showed a linear response with a dopamine concentration
increment with high resolution. A similar study was pro-
posed in [238], where the enzyme named Lysine methyl-
transferase (Set7) was used to functionalize the surface of the
gold film-coated SPR-TFBG fiber to detect AdoHcy. Results
showed the capability of detecting surrounding refractive
index changes from the transmitted spectrum, allowing low
concentrations measurements.

Another field of application in medical diagnostics regards
endocrine disorders starting from the detection of the blood
glucose level. Several studies proposed glucose oxidase
(GOD)-based TFBG biosensors. In [239], GODwas immobi-
lized on a GO-coated TFBG via the cross-linker1-ethyl-3-(3-
dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC) and N- hydroxyl
succinimide (NHS). The glucose level was measured starting
from the refractive index changes, which occurred during the
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FIGURE 6. The TRL level of the FBG-based systems developed for biomechanics, MIS, physiological monitoring, and medical biosensing, respectively.
The highest TRL value reached in each application is highlighted.

catalytic reaction of GOD. A sensitivity of 0.25 nm/mM was
found in the range of low glucose concentrations between
0 nM and 8nM. Another TFBG sensor was used in [240],
where the GOD enzyme was immobilized on a silanized opti-
cal fiber surface. The strong adhesion of GOD to the optical
fiber due to the silanization process enabled the detection of
low glucose concentration (0.013-0.02 mg/m).

IV. ADVANTAGES, CONSTRAINTS AND FUTURE
CHALLENGES
In this article, a general overview of FBGs-based systems
for medical applications has been brought out. The state-of-
the-art of such solutions has been reviewed, ranging from
applications in biomechanics andMIS, to physiological mon-
itoring and medical biosensing. The ultimate aim of this
work is to cover in-depth the working principle of sensing
solutions based on FBGs and their applications in medicine.
FBGs-based systems’ advantages, main hurdles, and open
challenges are discussed to point out their potentialities and
the further steps necessary to translate this technology from
research to clinical practice.

FBGs offer various advantages over conventional sensors,
such as high sensitivity, high dynamic range, miniaturization,
lightness, biocompatibility, chemical inertness, and multi-
plexing ability. Moreover, their electromagnetic immunity
makes this optical solution feasible for application in harsh
electromagnetic environments (e.g., inside the MR scanner).
All these features enable the use of FBGs for various medical
purposes. For instance, their small size, good metrological
properties, and intrinsic biocompatibility are fundamental
where high performance, intra-body insertion, and fabrics
integration are required. These advantages are particularly
attractive for applications in tissue biomechanics, manipula-
tions, and thermal treatments, as well as in tool shaping and
medical biosensing. The possibility to perform high resolved
and distributed measurements enables the use of FBGs for
monitoring joint kinematics, physiological parameters, and
thermal treatment effects.

Recently, the Healthcare 4.0 revolution has placed
demands of systems conformally attached to human bodies

minimalizing discomfort and promoting a great deal of sens-
ing functionalities. The achievement of such high expecta-
tions requires the development of skin-like flexible sensors
more comfortable and performant than those currently pro-
posed. For this reason, a considerable amount of research
has been dedicated to the fabrication and characterization of
FBG-based sensors encapsulated into soft matrices. Over the
last years, several polymers have been investigated for grating
encapsulations, and fastener solutions have been proposed
(e.g., buttons, straps, tapes) improving the FBGs robustness,
handless, flexibility, and body parts adhesion. As a result,
a growing acceptance of FBGs in clinical applications has
been achieved.

Although the successful implementation of FBGs-based
technologies in clinical trials has been proved, there are still
challenges to encounter. A limited amount of solutions are
currently used in clinical practice [7]. For instance, some
FBGs-based systems have been tested in clinical trials for
biomechanics, and physiological monitoring [5], [241], and
patented surgical instruments have been proposed for tactile
and shape sensing [242]–[245].

To show the maturity of FBGs-based solutions described in
Section III, the technology readiness level (TRL) is illustrated
in Fig. 6. All the implemented systems achieved a TRL rang-
ing from 3 to 9. The highest level is around 3 for biosensing,
5 for both biomechanics and physiological monitoring, and
9 for MIS as commercial solutions certified EN60601 are
available [161] (see Fig. 6).

The clinical acceptance of FBGs-based systems has been
dampened by the need of both an interrogation unit and a
physical connection between the interrogator and the optical
fiber embedding the FBGs.

Recently, steps forward have been done to contain the
optical interrogator bulkiness and related costs. Indeed, com-
mercial solutions with package dimensions smaller than
40 mm × 40 mm × 50 mm and costs lower than $ 7000 are
available. The open challenge is to improve the performance
of the miniaturized interrogators since they show lower reso-
lution, lower interrogation speed, narrower wavelength band-
width, smaller number channels, than the bulky interrogators.
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Another open challenge regards the development of even
more realistic simulations for studying the matrix-fiber sur-
face interaction. This knowledge may be useful to develop
optimized flexible sensors according to the application of
interest.

Moreover, in a future perspective, improvements in FBG
inscription process, containment of FBG array dimen-
sions, quality of multicore fiber technology, and tempera-
ture self-compensation will extend the market potential of
FBG-based devices in medicine and healthcare.

The considerable amount of attention given to FBGs in
scientific papers and the growing market interest regarding
their applications in medicine (e.g., the increase of emerging
and up-to-date sensing solutions for wearables, biosensing
and shape sensing) underline the strong interest to fulfill the
gap between research and clinical practice [8], [7]. Once
the aforementioned challenges will be addressed and future
trends realized, the next generation of medical devices will
exploit the advantages of FBGs into portable solutions. The
miniaturization of high-performant interrogation units and
the development of optimized FBG-based sensing solutions
as well as the incorporation of wireless data communication
modulus and the implementation of direct control strategies
will push the establishment of e-Health architectures based
on fiber optics. Such innovation will encourage the extensive
use of FBG-based technology in medicine and will contribute
to make it an effective integral part of medical devices and
healthcare system.
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